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A NEW OPTICAL LANTERN. 
(Continued from first page.) 

York, the undesirable features have been entirely 
eliminated. The lamp is perfectly automatic in the con
trol or the carbons, which are disposed at such an angle 
as to present the crater of the positive carbon to the 
cendensing lenses of the projector. This feature is 
very desirable, for, when carbons. are verti
cal, even if the negative carbon is ad vanced 
toward the condenser out of line of the positive, 
the light will proceed from the negative carbon 
as well as the positive, thus making two sources 
of light instead of one-a condition fatal to 
definition on high class work. If, however, the 
carbons are placed at an angle, as shown in the 
cut, the luminous spot on the negative carbon 
is obscured from the condenser, and the crater 
on the positive carbon is presented in a most 
favorable way. By an admirable system of 
mechanism in the lamp referred to, the point of 
the lower carbon is accurately maintained in a 
given position, and the upper carbon is gradu
any and regularly fed toward it in the exact 
proportion to its consumption. This mechan
ism is so simply and nicely adjusted that the 
lamp may be run for hours without a flicker, 
always maintaining the radiant in the optical 
center of the projector. 

The regUlating device is contained in a metal 
case only 2 inches thick by 3)4' inches wide and 
4� inches high, making it the lDostcompact and 
easily adjusted lamp that has been brought to 
our notice. 

The negative carbon is· automatically moved 
upwardly as it burns away. The positive car
bon is fed down by the weight of the carbon 
holder and by a small spring-actuated train of 
gearing, which is held in check while the arc is 
of normal length, or released when the length 
of the arc becomes too great, by a shunt magnet 
contained by the casing. The action of the 
shunt magnet Is controlled by Q. spring acting 
on its armature; an increase in the tension of 
the spring increases the length of the arc, while 
a reduction of the tension diminishes the length 
of the arc. 

The mechanism controlling the carbons is so 
constructed that the lamp may be used on from 
five to twenty amperes of current, by the mere insert
ing of carbons of suitable sizes. The lamp is perfectly 
insulated, so it may be freely handled. 

This lamp may be clamped on a vertical post, with a 
sliding base, admitting of universal adjustment; or it 
may be mounted otherwise, as may be desired. The 
utility of this lamp is by no means confined to optical 
projection, for, owing to its convenient size and the 
absolute steadiness of its light, it finds extensive use in 
photo-lithography and copying, micro-photography, 
for theatrical effects, and, in fact, all uses for which an 
intense artificial light is desired. The intensity of this 
light admits of the use of the 
optical projector in a room that 
is only partially darkened, which 
greatly increases its utility and 
widens its scope. 

, The same firm have recently 
taken out patents on a new form 
of optical lantern, which they 
have given the name of the 
"Criterio�' This apparatus is 
constructed with a view to be
ing universally adjustable and 
adaptable to optical projection 
in all its branches. It may be 
used singly, as shown in the 
large engraving, for the projec
tion of ordinary viewlS and dia
grams, or two or three of them 
may be used side by side or 
mounted one above the other, as 
shown in Fig. 3, for producing 
the most elaborate dissolving ef
fects, with either the oil, oxy-hy
drogen, or electric light. The 
device for producing perfectly 
gradual dissolving effects with 
the electric light is original with 
this firm. 
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the crystal stage, supports for prisms, and physical ap- of the Branson Machine Company, obtained the first 
pliances-mirrors, tuning forks, focusing lenses, ad- patent on the Branson machine. The hosiery made 
justable slits, diaphragms, chemical tanks, and alum on this machine is seamlellS, and the stitch is the same 
cells-a system of par'llleJizing lenses, microscope at- as that made by hand knitting. The work is com
tachment, in fact, every conceivable form of apparatus menced at the top of the stocking, which is ribbed as 
for use ir. any position. far as requir'ld as if knit by hand, and the narrowing 

The condenser support is adjustable vertically, and· for shaping the leg is effected by a stitch regulator. 

DISSOLVING VIEW LANTERN. 

The heel is made at the proper place by knit
ting backward and forward with the machine, 
being made double thickness if desired, but 
without a stitch being added by hand, after 
which the knitting of the foot is finished, ex
cept the joining of a few stitches at the toe, as 
indicated in one of the views, this beiug done 
by hand with a finishing needle. For the knit
ting of different sizes, and to enable one to use 
fine aud coarse yarns, different sizes of inter
changeable heads, as shown in one of the views, 
are made for the machine. With two sizes of 
the machine heads, and three needle cylinders 
containing different numbers and sizes and 
needles for coarse or fine yarns, all sizes and 
qualities of men's, women's and children's hose 
may be knit on the machine. The change 
from one head or needle cylinder to another is 
but a few minutes' work at any time. Among 
recent improvements in the machine is an at
tachment to hold down the work during the 
process of knitting, making possible the manu
facture of finer and better goods and simplify
ing the operation of the machine, as it enables 
the same tension to be applied to the heel and 
toe as is applied to the circular portion of the 
hose. The operator retains hold of the crank 
during the whole operation of making the heel 
and toe, using tlle left hand to both raise and 
lower the needles. The heel is not held down 
nor is any weight attached to it, so that there 
is no strain on the yarn or pulling down on the 
heel by the operator. The machine is well 
built in all particulars. The office and manu
factory of the Branson Machine Company is at 
No. 504 St. John Street, Philadelphia. 
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Experimental Immnnlly t'rom Inftnenza. 

Our knowledge as regards the source and 
spread of influenza has been advanced but lit-
tle, in spite of the recent occurrence of several 

various combinations of condensers may be inserted or epidemics. Dr. Brurchettini, however, still maintains 
removed from the front of this support. It would seem that the bacillus which he has before described is the 
that no form of construction could admit of more U)li-

'causa,J ag�nt of this disease, and he again refers to his 
versal adaptability. Again, theopticalbpnch, as shown experiments on aniinals, especially those on rabbits, 
and described, may be removed, giving place to J. B. 'which proved to be particularly susceptible. The 
Colt & Co. 's improved forms of vertical projection and pathogenic value of this microbe 
opaque attachments. A lanterD like that represented has been strongly contested by 
in the large engraving is in use at the office of the Drs. Pfeiffer and Bech; but be 
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FAMILY KNITTING MACHINES. 

Tbe simply constructed and remarkably efficient I 

without interest to know that 
Dr. Brurchettini has succeeded 
in producing in the rabbit an 
immunity against its attacks. 
The results of his experiments 
may be briefly summed up as 
follows: 

HOSIERY MADE ON BRANSON 
KNITTER. 

For scientific projections, the 
objective lenses, with their sup
ports and slide box, may be en
tirely removed, giving place to 
the optical bench, as shown in 
the engraving of th� improved 
polariscope. For the projection 
of experiments in acoustics, op

THE NEW BRANSON KNITTER. CHANGEABLE HEAD- BRANSON KNITTER. 

Rabbits can be succeiSfully ill
oculated without much difficul
ty, so that wheD subsequently 
treated with cultures of this ba
cillus (according to Dr. Brurchet
tini it is that of influenza) the 
animals remain perfectly unaf
fected. The material which gives 
the most complete immsnity is 
obtained from cultures on blood 
serum filtered by Berkefield's 
method. The blood serum ob
tained frOID animals renderf!d 
immunp possesses the property 
of rendering other animals like
wise immune from infection by 
the bacillus and from its toxic 
effects; and so great does this 
power seem to be that it was 
found sufficient to employ serum 
only in the proportion of 1 to 
42,000 relatively to the body 
weight, and even in doses less 
than this. Finally, this serum 
was found to be capable of exer
cising curative properties, for 
when injected into animals al
ready inoculated with the bacil
lus and suffering from its effects 
in the most severe form the tem
perature fell to normal and the 

tics, microscopy, physic/:l, chemistry or spectrum analy
sis, the various parts of. the polariscope may be re
moved and other necessary appliances may be inserted 
in the sliding supports shown. The desirability of 
this interchangeable system may be seen at a glance, 
Among the apparatus that may be used on these slid
Dg stands, in additiOD to that shown in the cut, are 

hand knitting machine shown in the illustration was 
exhibited at the World's Columbian Exposition, and 
was awarded a premium. It is adapted for family and 
manufacturers' use, and in it are embodied the im
provements resulting from twenty years successful ex
perience in the manufacture and use of such machines, 
for it was in 1872 that James L. Branson, the president 
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animals recoverlid, while control 
animals died in a few days.-Lancet. 

.. '0'. 

DR. O. V. THAYER of San Francisco has successfully 
used the solar cautery-burning glass-in removing 
facial discolorations of the skin of large area. a,l!lQ in 
removing tatOOo or India ink marlts. 
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